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“Slow, Store, Filter”



The National Trust context  

Major landowner (250,000ha): catchment management and landscape scale solutions are within 

grasp

43% England and Wales drains to NT boundary; 28% NT land is high erosion risk 

Our focus – nature, people & climate 

Our ambitions – work with our tenants to get 50% of our farmland ‘nature friendly’; 25,000ha new 

priority habitat



A critical window 
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Natural Flood Management – a continuum 

Increasing scale and complexity  (greatest shift from BAU) 

Increasing 

intervention and 

cost 



How do we see NFM playing a role? 

As part of an integrated approach to flood risk management NFM could:

• Reduce flood risk for smaller, more frequent floods (e.g. 1-10 yr return periods);

• Complement hard engineering structures for areas of high risk; 

• Help reduce the need for raising or upgrading existing flood defences in the 

face of climate change;  

• Increase the resilience of communities to withstand more extreme events (e.g. 

buying time);

• Complement working with natural processes to manage flood and coastal 

erosion

• Provide a range of additional environmental and social benefits (e.g. healthier 

soils, better water quality, habitat for wildlife, spaces for recreation).



How do our plans deliver NFM? 

Generic measures Targeted measures 

Wider countryside Catchments with at risk communities

Tree planting & natural regeneration 

(20m trees by 2030) 

River restoration 

(& beavers?) 
Better soils 

(regenerative agriculture)

25,000ha new priority 

habitat

Runoff attenuation 

features (e.g. leaky 

dams)



National Trust NFM 

Holnicote NFM Pilot 

(incl. Stage 0; beavers) 

Stroud RSuDs

Wild Ennerdale 

Skell –Fountains 

Abbey

Peak District Peatland 

Restoration 

Hardcastle 

Crags/Upper 

Calderdale

Coastal Projects e.g. 

Northey Island, 

Divis

Seathwaite –floodplain 

reconnection  

Machno –floodplain 

reconnection  

Yorkshire Dales PfO



NFM – Runoff Attenuation 

Features 



Holnicote NFM Pilot 

• One of three Defra pilots arising from Pitt Review of 2007 summer floods 

• 2 rivers NT own 90% of catchment 

• Landscape scale – floods, soil conservation and other benefits 

• Actions in four areas: uplands, coombes, lowland meadows, intertidal

• Intensively monitored 



The power of monitoring…

2013/14 winter rainfall event – 10% reduction in 

flood peak; no flooding of properties 



Engineered debris dam – flood 

and water quality benefits 

alongside woodland habitat 

management 

Natural debris dam augmented with 

logs

Stroud RSuDs Project

(Chris Uttley)

Funded by RFCC 



From Hardcastle Crags to Leeds City region  

Part of ‘Slow the 

Flow’ project
• £50k initial grant 

from Environment 

Agency

• 50 volunteer days 

per month 

• Local residents 

tackling their own 

flood risk

Gully ‘stuffing’ – slow the flow plus dead 

wood habitat

Leaky 

dam 

structure

£2.6m NT led project

Helping with flood risk in Calderdale: 

• 151ha new woodland

• 85ha upland habitat restoration 

• 650 ‘leaky dams’ 





West Yorkshire NFM: Numbers so far
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West Yorkshire NFM
Landscapes for Water Project 
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Some evidence of effectiveness from monitoring 



Stage 0 River Restoration
(~ floodplain reconnection)



Riverlands
Porlock Vale Streams  

• Natural process-led restoration

• Builds on previous NFM pilot 

• Stage 0, beavers and beaver 

‘analogues’ 





















Geomorphic grade line (GGL) approach 



Mud Pool Meadow – Stage 0

Land Drainage Consent obtained and the 

work was completed during 2 weeks in 

autumn 2019. 

Local contractor used (2 people plus digger 

and tipper)

After the regrading of the site woody material 

was scattered across it. All obtained from 

estate – all shapes and sizes! 



Mud Pool Meadow site 

immediately after works



Aller restoration site – existing channel and habitat. Single channel, simple hydrology, poor biodiversity. 

Channel transports water and sediment quickly through the landscape.  



Aller restoration site – 5 years post restoration – complex hydrology and ecology 

fully established. Grazing by large extensive livestock maintains complex variety 

of habitat. 



Beaver Reintroduction



Beaver reintroductions

Two sites in Porlock (other NT projects in 

progress e.g. South Downs)

Why? 

• Unparalleled wetlands and pond habitats  

created through beaver activity

• Other benefits (water management, fire and 

drought resilience, water quality…)

• Huge public interest 







Devon Wildlife Trust 

– enclosed beaver 

trial 



Are beavers better at building wetlands? 





Influencing policy and 

funding 



Yorkshire Dales: Payments for Outcomes 

Parallel project to Defra ELM 

Test project (PfO) looking at soils 

and pollinators

Co-design with group of NT 

tenant farmers 

Exploring attitudes and 

constraints to installing NFM at 

farm level 

Opportunity maps 

generated through 

SCIMAP and site visits



Yorkshire Dales PfO - Reflections 

Our farmers were keen on NFM; they wanted to know how 

they could help people downstream

Modelling and opportunity maps are a starting point for a 

conversation. 

NFM interventions need to work within the constraints and 

context of the existing farm business. 

Farmers want some control over water storage options e.g. an 

ability to release water from storage. 

Monitoring is a key part of NFM but, if farmers are expected to 

participate (as in PfO), this requirement needs to be costed 

into any payment schemes. 



Natural Infrastructure Scheme

Market-based mechanism: private contracts for 

farmers to improve the ecosystem services 

provision 

• Market in avoided costs

• Multi-buyer, multi-seller model

• Farmer-led

• Payments incentivise change

• Sells a service based on results

• Designed for catchment scale delivery

• Stackable benefits / scope as part of post-CAP funding 

model



A role for floodplains…

Increasing focus on NT floodplain land – opportunities 

for habitat restoration, water storage and carbon (new 

Priority Habitat –Floodplain wetland mosaic)

Work through Floodplain Meadows Partnership looking 

for opportunities to restore species-rich floodplain 

meadows (~ 2300ha remaining)

Asking for floodplains to have distinct status in future 

agri-environment schemes (and more widely as in 

development planning)

…we need to rethink our relationship with floodplains… 



Conclusions

• ‘Window of opportunity’ for NFM (post CAP land management, enthusiasm 

for delivery) 

• Lots of NFM being pursued around NT estate. Key ingredients: seed corn 

funding and committed individuals

• SLOW, STORE & FILTER across the whole NT estate and beyond our 

boundaries 

• Bespoke interventions to protect communities and our own assets 

• Restoring natural processes for multiple benefits which include reducing 

flood risk 
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